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Numerical simulation of the equilibrium and transport
of a centrifugally confined plasma
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A centrifugally confined plasma utilizes centrifugal forces from supersonic plasma rotation to
augment the conventional magnetic confinement of fusion plasmas. Appropriately used, plasma
pressure can be contained along the magnetic field lines, allowing for ‘‘open’’ configurations,
introducing flexibility in design. The axisymmetric equilibrium of one such system, a single coil
configuration, is investigated numerically. Plasma ‘‘detachment’’ is shown at Mach numbers ranging
from 3 to 4. It is also shown how flow shear heats the plasma by viscous dissipation. Profiles relaxed
with respect to plasma transport are shown. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Centrifugal confinement is based on the idea that c
trifugal forces from supersonic plasma rotation can be us
in conjunction with magnetic confinement, to effect confin
ment of plasmas along the magnetic field.1,2 Configurations
that could be used for thermonuclear fusion plasmas ca
found. The simplest case1 is schematically described by Fig
1. A toroidal coil carries a current that produces a poloid
axisymmetric dipolar magnetic field. The coil is support
by a brace extending from the inner wall. An insulator ele
trically isolates the brace from the vacuum vessel. Le
from the central core maintain the coil current. In additio
the coil is maintained at high voltage with respect to t
vessel. The coil–vessel system is thus a capacitor. A pla
placed in the vessel spins toroidally from the resultingE
3B drift. If this rotational speed is high enough, the radia
outward centrifugal force will keep the plasma on the o
board side of the magnetic field surfaces, thus isolating
high pressure plasma from the coil-support/insulator ass
bly. This is the essence of centrifugal confinement as app
to fusion devices.

The centrifugal force constitutes an additional ‘‘knob
and is used to optimize magnetized plasma configuration
configuration such as the one in Fig. 1 results in four adv
tages over tokamak-type devices.2 The system is steady stat
since all currents are externally driven. The system is free
disruptions, since there are no appreciable parallel curr
and, consequently, no kink-type instabilities. There is a la
velocity shear in the system which has the potential of s
bilizing both micro- and macroinstabilities.3 Microstabiliza-
tion results in superior crossfield transport. Macrostabili
tion, in particular, stabilization of the interchange, flu
mode, can lead to the very simple coil configuration such
in Fig. 1, the fourth advantage. A drawback of this system
that power is required to maintain the plasma rotation aga
viscous losses. On the other hand, we have sho
elsewhere2,4 that viscous heating could be sufficient to he
the plasma to fusion temperatures; therefore, no auxil
heating power might be necessary~these conclusions wer
arrived at in Refs. 2 and 4 assuming that the heat and
2381070-664X/2003/10(6)/2389/10/$20.00
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mentum losses were classical, an optimistic assumption!. An-
other drawback is that the plasma beta is limited by the
quirement on the sonic and Alfve´n Mach numbers
~supersonic and subAlfve´nic!. The electric field in the system
has a threefold role: it ionizes and forms the plasma, it
tates and thereby contains the plasma, and it heats
plasma.

In this paper, we present a two-dimensional~2D! nu-
merical study of the system depicted in Fig. 1. The numer
code is capable of simulating both MHD equilibrium as w
as simple transport.5 Since it is 2D, it is not set up to do a
stability study; however, some of this latter work has be
reported elsewhere and is ongoing.6 Our objective in this
paper is to demonstrate numerically that one can ach
centrifugal confinement—in the sense of detaching
plasma from the insulator and supports—and that the visc
dissipation can heat the plasma resulting in reasonable st
state plasma profiles.

The numerical code solves the magnetohydrodyna
~MHD! equations including transport from heat conductio
resistive diffusion, and viscosity. In addition to the abo
objectives, we have also been able to study penetration o
electric field during the formation of the confined plasm
and to test the 2D stability of the scheme. Our ancilla
objective was to develop the capability of numerically sim
lating supersonically rotating plasma in the presence of in
lating surfaces and biased electrodes.

In the next section we describe the equations, the
merical algorithm, and the boundary conditions used in
simulation. In Sec. III we describe the early-time formati
of the plasma. In Sec. IV we analyze the steady state s
tion. In Sec. V we discuss a zero-dimensional model
momentum and heat balance. In Sec. VI, we present s
parameter scans. We conclude in Sec. VII.

II. NUMERICAL METHOD

We solve the time-dependent MHD and transport eq
tions in the (R,z) plane of an (R,z,f) cylindrical coordinate
system. Azimuthal symmetry is assumed. The govern
equations for the densityn, poloidal flowu'5(ur ,uz), tor-
9 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Schematic of a one-coil magnetic configuratio
for a centrifugally confined plasma.
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oidal flow uf , toroidal magnetic fieldBf , poloidal magnetic
flux c, and temperatureT are

] tn1¹•~un!50, ~1!

] t~nMuR!1¹•~unMuR!

52]R~2nT!2
1

R2 ]RS 1

2
R2Bf

2 D2
1

R
Jf]Rc

1
1

R
nMuf

2 1¹•~nMm¹uR!, ~2!

] t~nMuz!1¹•~unMuz!

52]z~2nT!2
1

R2 ]zS 1

2
R2Bf

2 D
2

1

R
Jf]zc1¹•~nMm¹uz!, ~3!

] t~nMRuf!1¹•~unMRuf!5B•¹~RBf!1¹

•~nMmR2¹~uf /R!!, ~4!

] tS Bf

R D1¹•S u
Bf

R D5B•¹S uf

R D1h¹•S 1

R2 ¹~RBf! D , ~5!

] tc1u•¹c5hRJf , ~6!

] tT1¹•~uT!5 1
3 T¹•u1¹i~x i¹iT!1¹•~x'¹T!1H, ~7!

where

B5RBf¹f1¹f3¹c, ~8!

Jf5R¹•S 1

R2 ¹c D , ~9!

H5~2/3!MmR2u¹~uf /R!u2. ~10!
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These are the one-fluid MHD Braginskii7 equations with sev-
eral simplifications as follows. The ion and electron tempe
tures are assumed equal. The simplest forms are used fo
viscosity,m, for uR anduz . The form for the viscous force
for uf is calculated from Braginskii and ensures that t
viscous force is zero if there is no gradient in the toroid
angular frequency of rotation,V[uf /R. Simple isotropic
resistivity,h, is used—note that it tends to relax the toroid
currentJf and tends to relax any toroidal field to its vacuu
variation Bf;1/R. The thermal diffusivity has an isotropi
piece, proportional tox' , and an added parallel thermal co
duction, proportional tox i . Here,¹i[(B/B)•¹. The termH
is the viscous heating term, calculated from Braginskii w
the simplification that only terms proportional to toroid
flow are kept—note that viscous heating is proportional
gradients in the toroidal angular frequencyV. We have also
assumed that the resistive, Ohmic heating is small compa
to the viscous heating; for centrifugally confined plasm
this can be shown to be the case if classical transport c
ficients are assumed. In the Appendix, we present a b
calculation that shows that resistive heating is small. For
purposes of this paper, we kept the dissipative coefficienth,
x, andm constant for the numerical simulation.

We apply the equations to the simulation box shown
Fig. 2. Figure 2 is an (R,z) cross section of the vacuum
chamber. The lines in Fig. 2 are contours ofc corresponding
to the poloidal magnetic field lines. This field is produced
toroidal current in the coil placed in the middle of the bo
Enveloping the coil and its support/feeds is a box as sho
in the figure. The simulation volume for our system is b
tween the inner and outer box. Appropriate boundary con
tions are applied at these boundaries.

The boundary conditions are set up to mimic the ou
wall as a good conductor. The inner box, however, is an in
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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lator from R51.0 to R51.4, shown in the figure by dotte
lines; the remaining box is a conductor, shown as a b
solid line. Given these, the boundary conditions are se
follows: The normal derivative of the density is set to zero
all the walls. The temperature is fixed at all the walls to a l
value~see below!. The flux function,c, is ‘‘frozen-in’’ wher-
ever there is a conducting wall—we accomplish this
matching to the vacuum solution as a boundary condition
the insulating wall, however, we allowc to ‘‘float’’ by sim-
ply extrapolating from the simulation volume. Both comp
nents ofu' are set to zero at the walls, corresponding
hard-wall, no-slip boundary conditions. The assumption
no-slip boundary conditions where field lines intersect c
ducting walls can be shown to be valid by using the MH
Ohm’s law, for the perpendicular flows, and no flow into t
wall, for the parallel flows. Foruf , no-slip is assumed at a
the walls except at the insulator where we use zero nor
derivative: the idea is that, at a conducting boundary, po
tial drops cannot be maintained between neighboring fi
lines, hence there is no electric field there and hence
toroidal flow; at an insulator, however, potential drops can
maintained and there can be an electric field across li
translating to a toroidal flow. The presence of an insulator
the ‘‘open’’ field line is, of course, a crucial part of centrifu
gal confinement schemes. The boundary conditions forBf

are also special. At the conducting surfaces, the normal
rivative is set to zero. At the insulator,Bf is set to a nonzero
number: on the top insulator,Bf is set to1I R /(2pR); on
the bottom insulatorBf is set to2I R /(2pR). The reason
for the jump in Bf is that there is a thin, constant radi
current, I R , into the electrode that keeps the electro
charged up against ‘‘leakage’’ currents from the plasma. T
current produces a jump inRBf across the insulator.~We
discuss this in more detail later.!

In this paper, we report our results using units norm
ized to reference values as follows:~a! lengthsare normal-
ized to the box sizeL. Thus, in normalized units, the dimen
sions of our box are 131 units; ~b! magnetic field is
normalized to a reference fieldB0 . Likewise,plasma density

FIG. 2. The vacuum magnetic flux contours.
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is normalized to a reference densityn0 . If the ion mass of
the plasma species isM , thenspeedsare normalized to the
reference Alfve´n speedVA05B0 /(4pn0M )1/2. Energy den-
sity is normalized to the magnetic energy density;~c! time is
normalized to the reference Alfve´n time L/VA0 .

Our model also includes transport coefficients, albeit
very simple constant forms. In particular, we use an isotro
viscous diffusivitym, an isotropic resistive diffusivityh, and
an anisotropic heat diffusivity,x i andx' , diffusivity parallel
and perpendicular to the field lines. In each case, these
normalized to the reference diffusivity constructed fromL
andVA0 , given byLVA0 . In addition to these constant dis
sipative coefficients in the plasma, we also included
hanced friction on the plasma flow very near the plasm
wall boundaries. This was done primarily for numeric
stability reasons, but it is also realistic as, near the wa
plasmas are generally affected by strong ion-neutral cha
exchange friction.

In what follows, we describe the formation and stea
state properties for a reference case. We then report the
sults of a parameter scan about this reference case.

III. FORMATION

The simulation box, corresponding to the vacuum ves
is of size 131 length units. The left-hand side of the vess
was placed at a radius of 1.0 units from the central axis
toroidal current carrying ring is placed at a radius ofR
51.45 units from the axis. This ring creates a vacuum m
netic field which is the starting point of the simulation. Th
corresponding flux contours are shown in Fig. 2. The m
netic field strength at thez50 midplane initially ranged from
B52.4 units at the inner electrode~discussed below! to 0.3
units at the right wall. The dashed line in Fig. 2 shows t
location of an insulator boundary that envelopes curr
‘‘feeds’’ to the main coil. There is also a conducting plat
serving as an electrode, partially enveloping the main c
This is shown as a solid line in Fig. 2. Note that the vacu
vessel is electrically insulated from the high voltage feed a
the inner electrode. The vacuum vessel is grounded. In
course of the ‘‘experiment’’ there is a leakage current fro
the inner plate to the vacuum vessel, due to plasma visco
To maintain the inner plate at high voltage, there will be
radial current,I R , along the high voltage feed to the inne
electrode. For our simulation, this current translates to
boundary condition on the toroidal magnetic field at the
sulator, as discussed above.

To the above magnetic field system, we added a c
static plasma with an initially uniform density of 1 densi
unit and a temperature of 0.0003 energy units. Thus,
initial b[2nT/B2 of the plasma evaluated forB51 is
0.06%. The walls were held at the temperature 0.00
throughout the simulation.

Given this initial condition, a constant currentI R is now
made to flow into the electrode. In the numerical algorith
this corresponds to a boundary condition onBf . Specifi-
cally, since 2pR times the jump inBf must be proportional
to the constant radial current, we applied the boundary c
dition that at the insulator the jump inRBf across the gap is
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. Penetration of the electric field. The time scale over the five frames is approximately 400 Alfve´n times.
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fixed. For the parameters run in our experiment,RBf ranged
from 0.001 to 0.0085 units, much smaller than the main m
netic field. For our reference case,RBf50.005; this corre-
sponded to a currentI R /I 0 of 0.08, whereI 0 is the current in
the main coil.

As a result of this current feed, the electrode becom
biased and an initial voltage drop is seen near the electr
The associated electric field, which corresponds to plas
Downloaded 03 Jun 2003 to 128.8.86.10. Redistribution subject to AIP
-
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a

toroidal rotation localized near the electrode, then starts
penetrate. For our simulation model, this penetration com
about as a result of crossfield viscous diffusion of the tor
dal flow. The small toroidal component of the magnetic fie
near the plates also starts to penetrate. The net effect
penetration of the electric field. We show the time seque
of this electric field penetration in Fig. 3.

For this run, we took the cross-field viscositym and the
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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resistivity h to be equal. The resistivityh was taken to be
0.0005 units. These values correspond to a Lundquist n
ber (RVA0 /h) of about 3000. The observed time scale of t
electric field penetration is consistent with the viscous ti
scale of about@(1/2)2/0.0005#5400 time units.

Figure 4 shows the build-up of the toroidal rotation
the plasma. Initially there is no rotation; however, when
Bf boundary condition at the insulators is applied, t
plasma beings to rotate. The graph shows cuts, overlai
time, of the angular frequency of rotation across the plas
The cuts are taken vertically across the plasma atR51.55
units. The plasma cannot rotate near the inner electrode
where the polodial field cuts the vacuum vessel walls: th
surfaces are conducting, freezing any cutting field lines. T
rotation builds to a final steady-state as shown in the figu
In the steady state, the peak speed on the midplane is a
0.12 velocity units. This corresponds to a peak Alfve´n Mach
number of 0.23. This Mach number is large enough (Ms

;3.3) that the poloidal field distends a bit, as was observ
As the plasma rotation builds up, two things happen:

centrifugal forces build up, thus localizing the plasma pr
sure to the outboard side, and viscous heating sets in, ra
the plasma temperature. The time sequence of the pres
build up is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows cont
plots of the pressure with time~the last frame is shown in th
gray scale to differentiate high pressure regions from l
pressure; white denotes high pressure!. Figure 6~a! shows a
cut in the pressure across thez50 midplane at times corre
sponding to those in the contour plots. Figure 6~b! is a simi-
lar cut made just below the insulating brace shown in Fig
Initially, the pressure is almost uniform, but this chang
dramatically with time as the centrifugal forces extract pr
sure from around the insulator. In the steady state, for
reference case, the pressure drop from the peak to the
lator reached a factor of 40.

The time sequence of the density is shown in Fig. 7. T
density behaved in a manner that was not expected. At fi
centrifugal forces from the spinning plasma cause the den

FIG. 4. Build-up and saturation of toroidal angular frequency of rotation
cut along thez-axis atx50.54 is shown.
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to pile up on the outward side. This pile up, however,
mitigated when viscous heating sets in: as the plasma h
up near this peak, it expels some density since a given c
trifugal force contains pressure as a whole. The effect is
push some of the plasma back around to the inward sid
the vacuum vessel while still maintaining the pressure dr
The final steady-state has three density peaks and two
sity troughs. These are evident in Fig. 7, especially in the
frame shown in gray scale. The trough is effectively ze
density while the peaks are all of about equal magnitu
about 2.5 times the original flat density. Note that the
verted density peaks are at the outer radii whereV→0 and
centrifugal forces are weak.

The details of the steady state transport equilibrium
described in the next section.

IV. STEADY STATE

After about 600 time units from the onset of the rad
current feed, the system comes to a steady state. The ap
voltage to the electrode causes a potential drop across
plasma. This drop, initially localized near the electrode, h
now spread throughout the plasma on account of visc
coupling. There is thus anE field across the plasma and
corresponding toroidal rotation. This rotation is subject
viscous losses since the boundary conditions at the wall

FIG. 5. Plasma pressure slings to the outboard side as rotation build
Same time scale as Fig. 3~400 Alfvén times!.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 6. Time sequence of pressure profile cut inx: ~a! cut at thez-midplane;~b! cut immediately below the insulator.
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no-slip. A radial current, from viscous ‘‘F3B’’ drifts, tends
to neutralize the potential difference between the inner e
trode and the vacuum vessel. To maintain the voltage,
radial current is supplied. In steady state, there is charge
voltage maintanence. Another way to look at this is that

FIG. 7. Density contours corresponding to Fig. 5.
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e

viscosity decelerates the plasma while theI radial3Bpoloidal

force tends to accelerate the plasma, resulting in steady
rotation.8

The plasma pressure localizes to the outboard side.
equation describing this localization is given in Refs. 1 an
by

B•¹p52nMu•¹u. ~11!

In the isothermal limit, this equation yields the solution

p~R,c!5p0~c!exp@MR2V2/4T#, ~12!

wherep0(c) is the pressure loading per flux surface, det
mined by crossfield transport. Note that the pressure dro
exponential and scales as as exp@Ms

2/4#.
In Fig. 8, we show contour plots of various quantities

interest in steady state. Figure 8~a! shows an angular fre
quency of the rotation in steady state. The rotation freque
is almost constant along flux surfaces, as expected from
theory: each flux surface rotates as a rigid rotor. Note,
discussed earlier, that field lines that terminate in conduc
walls are line-tied and, thus, sinceV5V(c), the plasma on
that entire surface should not rotate. This effect is produ
faithfully by the code—the plasma is not seen to rotate o
side the ‘‘last good flux surface~LGFS!.’’ An overlay of
Figs. 8~a! and 2 confirms this. This phenomenon is also fai
well demonstrated for the field lines intersecting t
brace—a blow-up of the contours close to the brace sh
that frozen-in and line-tying seem to be working as expect
within the limits of the resolution of the code.

Figure 8~b! shows contours of pressure. Note that pre
sure is highly localized to the outboard side, consistent w
Eq. ~12!.

Figure 8~c! shows contours of temperature. The tempe
ture is at its highest near the outer wall because this is wh
the shear in the plasma rotation is the largest and visc
heating is maximum at maximum velocity shear. On the
board side, towards the brace, there is also a local peak in
viscous heating rate since the velocity shear gets large
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 8. Steady state contours.~a! Angular frequency relaxes to a flux function. Each magnetic surface thus rotates rigidly.~b! Pressure is highly localized to
the outboard side.~c! Temperature contours: the profile is somewhat hollow since viscous heating maximises where the rotation shear is largest.~d! Density
is localized to the outboard side; however, temperature profile effects also result in inboard density peaks.
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too. Thus, we might expect the temperature profile to exh
two peaks, at least in the transient phase, and a flat profi
the center in the steady state. We have indeed observ
subdominant inward peak in the temperature in the trans
phase, in some cases. However, this peak is always overp
ered by the outer peak. There could be three reasons for
geometric effects, more effective thermal conduction to
brace because of closer proximity to it, relatively low n
merical resolution closer to the brace. We have not differ
tiated these further. We note also that the temperature
tours tend towards matching the flux contours. This is due
the relatively large parallel thermal conductivity. For th
case, we usedx i /x'511.

In Fig. 8~d! we show density contours. As noted, th
steady-state density is characterized by two troughs and t
peaks.

In the steady state, the system exhibits a low level c
vection in the (R,z) plane. In Fig. 9, we show flow vector
of the steady state convection. It is important to note that
Downloaded 03 Jun 2003 to 128.8.86.10. Redistribution subject to AIP
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FIG. 9. Transport steady state is accompanied by low speed conve
cells.
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size of this flow is substantially smaller than the toroid
flow—for the case shown, the peak convective flow spe
compared to the peak toroidal rotation speed was a facto
1/875. The cell speeds scale as the inverse of the Reyn
numbers. These convection cells are the ubiquitous cells
one always observes in nonuniformly heated stratifi
equilibria.9 The cells speeds are proportional to the resitiv
In this paper, we have assumed constant resistivity—
would have to be refined to include the temperature dep
dence of the resitivity if a quantitatively accurate flow pa
tern is desired.

V. MOMENTUM AND HEAT BALANCE

In steady state, there is a balance between viscous
mentum losses and the externalI R3B forces. An equation
expressing this is obtained by integrating Eq.~4! over the
volume wherein the plasma rotates. This volume is boun
by those outermost flux surfaces that are free to rotate~see
Fig. 1: field lines that terminate on conducting surfac
should be line-tied and not rotate! and by the insulator tha
envelops the high voltage feed~dashed line!. ~Hereafter, we
will denote the outermost rotating flux surfaces as LGF
‘‘last good flux surfaces.’’! When Eq.~4! is integrated over
this volume, each term converts to a surface integral~by
Gauss’ theorem! over the bounding surfaces just describe
In that case, thedS•u term vanishes over all the boundin
surfaces, and the termdS•B vanishes on the LGFS~by defi-
nition! but is nonzero on the insulator. For the viscous te
sinceV5V(c), dS•“V vanishes at the insulator but is no
zero over the LGFS. The resulting equation is

E
LGFS

dS•~¹V!nMmR25E
insulator

dS•BRBf . ~13!

The term on the right-hand side represents the discontin
in Bf at the radial current feed, as discussed earlier. In p
ticular, we have the relationship 2pR@Bf#5I R . Using the
latter, and evaluating the integrals for large aspect ratio
well as in a ‘‘zero-dimensional’’ approximation, we have
0D momentum balance equation,

NM~m/a2!uf5I RBL, ~14!

whereN5n3(Volume). We have usedL to estimate length
scales of the various profiles and set all form factors to un
The right-hand side represents the externalj 3B force on the
plasma, the left-hand side the resisting viscous forces.

In a like manner, a 0D equation for heat energy bala
can be obtained from a volume average of Eq.~7!. In doing
so, the terms proportional to the flowu vanish on the LGFS.
The x i term is nonzero only on the insulator, i.e., there a
electron heat losses at the insulator by parallel conduc
along the field. Thex' term represents cross-field losse
The resulting equation is

E
insulator

dS•~¹~3/2!T!x i1E
LGFS

dS•~¹~3/2!T!x'

5E
volume

dtMmR2~dV/dr !2. ~15!
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Using a large aspect ratio expansion and a zero-dimensi
approximation, we may simplify this equation as we did t
momentum equation above. The resulting 0D moment
and heat balance equations can then be written

NMuf
2 /tmom5Pin , ~16!

~3/2!NT@1/t'11/t i#5Pin , ~17!

where we multiplied the momentum balance equation~4! by
uf and defined the input powerPin[I RBauf . The various
time scales are defined as

tmom5L2/m, t'5L2/x' , t i5L2/x i . ~18!

From ~17! and ~18!, one may deduce an expression for t
Mach numberMs by dividing the two equations into eac
other. We find2

Ms
25

3

2
tmomF 1

t'

1
1

t i
G5

3

2 F x'

m'

1
x i

m'
G . ~19!

In classical collisional theory,x' and m' are of the same
order. Thus, the Mach number is always greater than un
which is desirable for centrifugal confinement~parallel heat
losses add to the net heat loss while parallel momen
losses are smaller!. For the purposes of this code, we ha
assumed collisional conditions~short mean free paths! to
hold, thus the Braginskii expressions for thermal conducti
etc., are used. Fusion plasmas are collisionless; thus, c
sionless transport must be used in more realistic models10

VI. PARAMETER SCANS

Starting from the baseline case reported above, we n
changed parameters to assess the change in the equilib
conditions as a function of various inputs.

From ~16! and ~17!, we note that there is only one ke
input parameter, namely, the input powerPin or, equivalently,
the radial currentI R supplied to the electrode. AsI R in-
creases, we expect the rotation speed to increase. Fi
10~a! shows that as the current is increased, the angular
quency of plasma rotation also increases; on the abscissa
plot the peak Alfve´n Mach number; on the ordinate, we plo
I R /I 0 , the radial current normalized to the current in the co
As the rotation increases, the viscous heating increases,
raising the temperature. This is shown in Fig. 10~b!, where
we plot the maximum temperature normalized to the w
temperature. Since both rotation speed and temperatur
up with applied force, the Mach number must not go up
fast as the rotation. This is shown in Fig. 10~c!. Finally, in
Fig. 10~d!, we show the maximum pressure drop as a fu
tion of the radial current.

VII. SUMMARY

A 2D simulation has been run to investigate some k
features of centrifugal confinement of magnetized plasm
for fusion. In this paper, we have studied the simplest p
sible such system: a single coil system. In a single coil s
tem, a current-carrying ring creates a dipolar-type field. T
ring is electrostatically biased with respect to the vacu
vessel, thus setting up a radial electric field and causing
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 10. Variation of various plasma parameters with increasing externally applied current,I R . I 0 is the current in the toroidal coil. Shown are~a! the peak
Alfvén Mach number,~b! the peak temperature normalized to the wall temperature,~c! peak sonic Mach number,~d! ratio of the maximum to minimum
pressures.
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plasma to rotate toroidally. The resulting outward centrifu
forces sling the plasma towards the outer midplane.~In this
sense, the system is not unlike the Io plasma torus of Jup
wherein the plasma is held in a torus due to centrifu
forces owing to the rotation of Jupiter.11! Since the plasma is
now pulled away from the inner midplane, the toroidal c
rent ring can be physically supported. Elsewhere, we h
reported on similar 2D simulations done for a two-curre
ring, magnetic mirror-like configuration.6

The central feature of centrifugal confinement—t
slinging outwards of the plasma, detaching it from the s
ports on the inner midplane—has been confirmed by
numerical simulation in this paper. We have achieved
maximum pressure ratio,pmax/pmin , of about 650. This is no
a physical limit on the system but a limit on the numeric
performance of the code: where the density becomes sm
the Alfvén speed rises putting severe restrictions on the t
step from the Courant–Friedrichs–Levy condition. Work
in progress to address this limitation. The other central f
ture of centrifugally confined plasmas is that the tempera
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can be made to rise simply from viscous heating alone. O
code has both resistivity and viscosity; thus, the plasma e
librium we achieve is relaxed also with respect to transp
In our simulations, the Reynolds numbers are in the vicin
of 3000. We have shown that viscous heating indeed h
the plasma and that we achieved a maximum plasmab of
order 3%. The maximum temperature ratio we achie
Tmax/Twall , is about 8. Elsewhere, we have shown that t
scenario can scale to a fusion reactor.2,4

There were some interesting unanticipated aspects
emerged from this simulation. We found that the density p
file can have peaks in unexpected places. This is a resu
the interplay between centrifugal confinement and h
sources: on nonrotating field lines, pressure tends to a c
stant, but these are near the maximum heat source locat
namely, where the rotation shear maximises. We also
served very low-level convection cells. This phenomenon
well-known, a consequence of the incompatibility betwe
heating profiles, transport, and equilibrium force balance
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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APPENDIX: VISCOUS HEATING AND RESISTIVE
HEATING

In this paper, we have assumed that viscous heatin
the dominant heating source for the plasma particles. In
ticular, we ignore resistive heating. We show in this Appe
dix that it is reasonable to assume that resistive heatin
smaller than viscous heating, at least if we use Bragin
transport coefficients.

The volumetric resistive heating rate is given byh j 2,
whereh is the Spitzer resistivity. The current is largely pe
pendicular to the magnetic field and can be obtained from
force balance equation,

nMu•“u52“p1 j3B1“•~nMm“u!. ~A1!

Solving for j' , we find

j'5B3@nMu•“u1“p2“•~nMm“u!#/B2. ~A2!

The inertial term on the right-hand side is the largest of
three: it is larger than the pressure term byMs

2 , and larger
than the viscous term by the Reynolds numberauf /m. Since
u•“u'uf

2 R̂/R, we have

u j'u,uuf
2 /~RB!u. ~A3!

We now compare the resistive heating rate to the visc
heating rate. This is the ratio

h j 2:nMmR2u¹~uf /R!u2, ~A4!

where the viscous heating was defined in Eq~10!. Inserting
the estimate forj in the left-hand side above, we find th
ratio to be

~uf /VA!2:~R/a!2~m/h!. ~A5!
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The expressions forh and the coefficient of viscositym are
given by Braginskii. We need the ratio of the two diffusiv
ties. Assuming thatTe5Ti , the ratioh/m can be found to be
of the order (cs /VA)2(M /m)1/2, where m is the electron
mass. Inserting this into Eq.~A5! above, we find the ratio of
the resistive to the viscous heating rates to be

Ms
2 :~R/a!2~M /m!1/2. ~A6!

For our purposes, the left-hand side is of order 25. The rig
hand side is of order 60(R/a)2 for a D–T plasma. Thus
viscous heating is likely to dominate. In the simulation he
we have leth5m. Our Alfvén Mach number in the simula
tion is not too large. These conditions effectively make t
viscous rate dominant for the simulation also.
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